
Lecture 19 – 27-11-2018 – Lecture Notes
This is more of a collection of lecture notes than a sheet because the
lecture was not recorded.

(1)What is the linkage (similarity) between the urea cycle and
gluconeogenesis?

They both take place in the mitochondria and the cytosol (First 2 rxns
of urea cycle take place in the mitochondria and the other 3 in the
cytoplasm ; the same goes for gluconeogenesis which begins with the
carboxylation of pyruvate forming OAA in the mitochondria ).

*Precisely , it is more like a similarity than to be a linkage .

(2) What is the linkage between urea cycle and TCA cycle ?

A. Formation of fumarate which is a CAC-intermediate .

B. Releasing of CO2 which is used for synthesis of CP in a
condensation rxn with ammonium .

C. OAA ,which is a CAC-intermediate , assists in formation of Asp that
is used in U-cycle .

Pyrimidine Synthesis



 The first rxn is a condensation rxn , catalyzed by the enzyme
Carbamoyl phosphate synthestase II (Pay attention ; CPS-I
catalyzes the 1st rxn of urea cycle and it is a mitochondrial enzyme ).

 In the 1st rxn 2 ATPs are consumed .

 In the 2nd rxn , Asp is added to carbamoyl phosphate by the
enzyme ATC(Aspartate Transcarbamoylase )

 ATCase enzyme is an allosterically regulated enzyme ; CTP is an
allosteric inhibitor for the ATCase .

 PRPP (phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate ), transfers Phosphoribose to
the orotate (5th step) forming OMP molecule .

 Notice that the ring is first formed then attached to
Ribose5Phosphate .

 The major contributor in forming the pyrimidine ring is the a.a
Asp .Whereas , it is Gly in purines .

Regulation of Pyr. Synthesis

 Regulation mainly occurs at the first 2 steps :

1)CPS-II ; which is inhibited by UMP .

2)ATCase ; which is inhibited by CTP .



Slide (31):

 Xanthine Oxidase ; oxidize hypoxanthine to xanthine and furthur
catalyzes its oxidation to uric acid .

 Remember ; birds (which can’t afford to carry the weight of fluid-
filled bladder ) along with desert animals (which live in a dry
environment ) get rid off ammonia in the form of uric acid so that
they save water .

 In gout disease , usually ZYLORIC is used as a medication
preventing uric acid accumulation by inhibiting the enzyme
Xanthine Oxidase .

The doctor added the two following info :

(1) Kidney stones are of 4 types [ 1.Ca++ 2.Uric Acid 3.Struvite
4.cystine ] the most common are Ca++ ones .

Calcium most likely combined with oxalate forming what is known as
Calcium oxalate stones which are the most cause of kidney stones .

Patients suffering from Ca-oxalate stones must avoid high-oxalate
foods including ; spinach , chickpeas , and so on .

(2) Gallbladder stones mainly are cholesterol stones .

Notice :In Lesch-Nyhan syndrome there is complete absence of
(hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase) activity While in
gout there is Partial absence in the activities of one or more enzymes
involved in purine metabolism .


